
 Non-adhesive Sticky Fabric  
All brand new non-adhesive self-sticky material!  

 

   

Application ITEM Description Features 

 

 

 

Closure 

JT001 Fiber side Breathable 

JT001a 
Fiber side 
+TPU Film 

Breathable, 
waterproof 

JT001Pro 
Fiber side, 

stickier 
Stickier, 

Breathable 

JT002 Loop side Breathable 

JT002a 
Loop side  
+ TPU Film 

Breathable, 
waterproof 

 

 

 

Supporter 

/packing 

JT003 
Fiber & Loop, 

self-sticky 
Breathable 

JT003Pro 
Fiber & Loop, 

self-sticky, 
stickier 

Stickier, 
Breathable 

JT003e 
Fiber & Loop 
+Neoprene, 
self-sticky 

Protection, 
waterproof 

JT003s 
Fiber & Loop 

+Sponge, 
self-sticky 

Protection, 
Breathable 

Roll Tape 

/Packing 
JT006 

Single layer  
thin version 

Thin, light, soft 

JT001/2/3 Series (Standard version) 
100% Polyester knit 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Body Roll tape / Supporter/Warmer 3C wrapper/ Clothes Packing     Closure 

 

 

Fashion 
Soft/ 
Quiet ECO Self-Sticky  

Be  
Simplest 

Fiber & fiber loop tangling to create a strong 

sticky function 

 

 

JT006 Series (Thin version) 
100% Polyester knit 
 



Be Simplest 

  
 

   

Application ITEM Description Features 

Closure 

(Head 

band/Waist 

supporter…etc) 

JT001 Fiber side Breathable 

JT001a 
Fiber side 
+TPU Film 

Breathable, 
waterproof 

JT001Pro 
Fiber side, 

stickier 
Stickier, 

Breathable 

JT002 Loop side Breathable 

JT002a 
Loop side  
+ TPU Film 

Breathable, 
waterproof 

Supporter 

(All parts of 

body) 

JT003 
Fiber & Loop, 

self-sticky 
Breathable 

JT003Pro 
Fiber & Loop, 

self-sticky, 
stickier 

Stickier, 
Breathable 

JT003e 
Fiber & Loop 
+Neoprene, 
self-sticky 

Protection, 
waterproof 

JT003s 
Fiber & Loop 

+Sponge, self-
sticky 

Protection, 
Breathable 

 
 

 

 

 

100% Polyester knit 

 

International Patented 

Fiber & fiber loop tangling to create a 

strong but silk-like sticky function 

 

 

Fit all portions of your body 

Comfortable compress 

Printable to be fashion 
and functional 

 

Easy wear / on/ off 
 

Soft & Quiet / breathable 

Non-adhesive Sticky Fabric  

Leaping Innovation & High-Tech Fabric  

you have never seen 



About Aicare Worldwide 

Aicare Worldwide is a knowledge economy-oriented company focusing on foresight R&D. Its business scope covers sports, medical and home 

textile R&D and application. It provides all customers from individual consumers to enterprises with simple and good life experience. For more 

information about Aicare Worldwide, please refer to the official website  www.aicare.com.tw 

 

Customized size 

Cut and wrap 

 

ECO 

Reusable 

 

Be Fit 

One tape for all part 

 

Be Fashion 

Indoor/outdoor 

 

Non-adhesive self-sticky fabric 

Sticky Tape 
Fitting any body size, be fashion, wrapping as you wish 

 

 

http://www.aicare.com.tw/


 

Non-adhesive self-sticky fabric 
Neck warmer 

Place hot pack inside. Fitting any neck size, be fashion. 

Wrapping as you wish 
 

Fashion looking  

for any style   

 

 

Super fitting 

For any body part 

 

Non Slip 

Compress correct position 

 

About Aicare Worldwide 
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Non-adhesive self-sticky fabric 

Head band 
Fitting any head size, be fashion, wrapping as you wish 

Free size for both 

adult and children 

Self sticky band,  

keep hair style Fashion and functional 

About Aicare Worldwide 

Aicare Worldwide is a knowledge economy-oriented company focusing on foresight R&D. Its business scope covers sports, medical and home 

textile R&D and application. It provides all customers from individual consumers to enterprises with simple and good life experience. For more 

information about Aicare Worldwide, please refer to the official website  www.aicare.com.tw 



 

Non-adhesive self-sticky fabric 
Sleeve knee supporter  

Fitting any size; be fashion; wrapping as you wish 

Step1 

Step2 

Step3 

Fashion looking, Pro function; a 

cool sporting accessory 

Breathable, confortable, no 

compress for fixing position 

Wrap it tightly or softly… 

100% as your wish 

 

About Aicare Worldwide 

Aicare Worldwide is a knowledge economy-oriented company focusing on foresight R&D. Its business scope covers sports, medical and home 

textile R&D and application. It provides all customers, including individual consumers and even enterprises with simple and good life experience. 

For more information about Aicare Worldwide, please refer to the official website  www.aicare.com.tw 

 

White Light Grey Black Dark Grey 

solid 
running 
 color 

White SKY Grey 

solid 
running 
 color Red Royal 

Blue 
Orange Yellow Navy Purple Plum Grass Ocean Black 

http://www.aicare.com.tw/


 

Non-adhesive self-sticky fabric 
Sleeve wrist supporter  

Fitting any wrist size; be fashion; wrapping as you wish 

About Aicare Worldwide 
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Fashion looking, Pro function; a 

cool sporting accessory 

Breathable, confortable, no 

compress for fixing position 

Wrap it tightly or softly… 

100% as your wish 

White Grey Red Royal 
Blue 

Black Orange Yellow Navy Purple Plum Grass Ocean 

solid 
running 
 color 

White Light Grey Black Dark Grey 

solid 
running 
 color 

SKY 

http://www.aicare.com.tw/

